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INTRODUCTION
Sixteen years ago a handful of American radio officers
gathered in aNew York hotel room to form a union. The last
radio operators union had dried up and blown away in 1921 as
the result of an ill-advised strike and a certain amount of
factionalism and membership apathy. In 1931 wages and
working conditions for sea-going radiomen in the American
merchant marine reached an all time low. Some companies
paid as little as $30 a month for second operators. Few of us
earned over $100 per month. American radio operators
decided it was high time that they organized. The union
was started with the savings of a W orId War I navy veteran,
the rest contributing what they could. About 300 members
signed up the first year. The founder of the union in order
to protect himself against employer retaliation very carefully
incorporated the organization! There was seldom enough
money in the treasury to pay his salary, he being the only
paid official.
Within eighteen months after founding the union with his
bonus money and savings, the president resigned in disgust
over what he considered membership ingratitude and endless
wrangling by "troublemakers". Everything he did was questioned and criticized. A certain group of "progressi es" never
seemed satisfied with the way things were going-they always
had better ideas. They were long on ideas, suggestions, and
objections but short on cash. One contributed the grand sum
of one dollar the first year although he practically tried to run
the union and another, also full of sage advice, was too poor
to produce even a lone buck. Both in later years turned out
to be Communists!
And it was not until years later that the founding father
of this small union realized that the little handful of irreconcilable "reformists" who had made life unbearable for
him were really a bunch of well-meaning dupes who had been
manipulated from behind the scenes by a highly skilled
"fraction" of Communists. By this time the well-meaning
dupes had themselves been shouldered aside by a full-fledged
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"fraction" of Communists who to all practical purposes and
intents now controlled the union. The early founders now
were dumfounded to learn that they were really "labor spies"
and "professiQnal disrupters and wreckers" of the very union
their hard work and money had helped found. At least so
the Communists alleged.
,The union by this time had about 1,500 members. There
were less than sixty identifiable Communists and possibly 150
to 200 fellow travellers and dupes. The puzzling question
naturally arose, "How can so few dominate and outwit so
many 1" Observation 'and painful personal experience had
taught them most of the Communist sleight of hand trickery
, with which they had achieved power but the knowledge was
of no use now. A number of them complained, tlIF only
some one had warned us about the comrats and how they
work, they certainly would never have put it over on us!"
Others, seeking more practical advice, searched and inquired
for a handbook or manual exposing Communist trade union
trickery and were astonished to learn as far as they could
ascertain that no such pamphlet existed. There were thousands of books, pamphlets, and resounding magazine articles
denouncing Communism and Communists-but not one which
took up in simple workers' language the very elementary
question of how to spot Communists and how to protect one's
union against their tricks and common tactics.
This pamphlet admittedly should have been written years
ago.
The writer, not being a Communist, unfortunately had to
earn his living by going to sea and he lacked both resources
and sufficient knowledge and experience to tackle the job. A
number of radicals, liberals, and A.F.L. officials, however,
were approached and the crying need for such a union pamphlet pointed out. Nearly all of them agreed it was an
excellent idea; most of them admitted the urgent necessity
for such protective information. N one of them did anything, Which in itself was a most enlightening experience.
The opposition whined, complained, and talked-the Communists acted.
The writer of this little handbook is fully aware of its
deficiencies; an expert with greater experience would naturally have done a more comprehensive job. But the experts
4
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are all too busy with more important matters. Instead of
the A.F .L. or some C.LO. union long bedevilled and harassed
by Communists publishing a practical handbook such as this
exposing in detail all the sly tricks and devious tactics of the
Communists in the trade unions, it devolves on the U. s.
Chamber of Commerce to be the first to publish a pamphlet
of this sort-"COMMUNISTS WITHIN THE LABOR
MOVEMiENT." The stooges .of Stalin have naturally turned
this to their instant advantage by use of the shabby and
shopworn old amalgam trick- The U. S. Chamber of Commerce is anti-Communist; there are anti-Communists in the
C.LO-Ergo, all anti-Communists are stoolies for the U. s~
Chamber of Commerce.
The writer is n ot a member o'f the Chamber of Commerce
or the National Association of Manufacturers. Nor has he
ever been connected with either associations in any manner
whatever. He has never been an employer. He has never
met anyone connected with the Association of Catholic Trade
Unionists, one of the few intelligent and active union groups
showing some determined interest in protecting their unions
against Communist machinations. The writer has been a
member of and active in the A.F.L. since 1920, which is a decade before most of the "outstanding, progressive labor leaders" of the Communist Party ever thought of joining a union.
This handbook is the work solely of the writer and is published and distributed entirely at his own expense without a
single dollar contribution from any source whatsoever. The
views and opinions expressed herein are solely his own and
not those of his union or any other organization to which he
belongs.
The manuscript was checked by a number of outstanding,
authorities. Four of them were top-ranking C. P. officials
prior to 1934, one was formerly a member of the Central · .
Executive Committee of the C. P. USA and another a lifelong Comintern official and graduate of the Lenin School in
Moscow and was also an early C. P. trade union organizer
in this country.
As this pamphlet may be revised and reprinted in other
editions, additional material, criticism, and suggestions are
welcome
KARL BAARSLAG
Former General Chairman,
Radio Officers Union" A.F.L.
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WHY COMMUNISTS WORK IN LABOR UNIONS

The real role of the Communists in the labor unions is still
widely misunderstood. Most of this deplorable misconception springs from the average person's ignorance of the history and ultimate purpose of world Communism and also
from the admirably organized propaganda of the Communists
themselves. Most union officials and members are busy, hardworking men. They do not have the leisure and facilities for
a thorough study of the complex and mystifying ramifications
of Communism. Its very language and tactics are alien and
un-American. All too many union members are inclined to
regard Communists as "nuts", "troublemakers", or simply
as "misguided but hard-working idealists whose revolutionary philosophy may be screwy but they do produce results
in the way of better working conditions and wages." In the
main, the average union member is inclined to regard them
as a sort of "necessary evil." "You can't get along with them
and you can't get along without them" as one labor unionist
once expressed it.
A study of the history of international Communism since
its birth in a dingy hall in East London in 1903, when thirtysix Russian Social-Revolutionary exiles or refugees held a
conference, after being chased out of Brussels by the police,
presents one very striking fact amounting almost to immutable
law. Communists, in nearly all countries, have generally'
enjoyed a decided tactical and psychological advantage, despite their insignificant numbers, over their more trusting,
naive, busy, 'a nd divided opponents who might outnumber
them a thousand to one. Long trained to think of democratic
majorities at the polls honestly and finally deciding all issues
has conditioned Americans to believe that minorities, even
admittedly subversive ones, can present no serious threat
to our way of life. In other words that it is a physical impossibility, at least in this country, for a minority to impose its
will on a majority. Members of Communist-controlled unions
know better. Five or six snarling sheepdogs can herd or
stampede wher'e they will, thousands of helpless, bewildered
sheep. It has als'o been observed that a handful of armed,
determined police or military seldom have any trouble snlitting
up and dispersing thousands of unarmed, divided, and leaderless people.
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The first surprise lesson that the average unionist learns
is that the Communists are not devils with cloven hooves
spouting hellfire and revolutionary slogans as he has been
led to believe but apparently sincere, loyal, and hard-working
members who, like himself, are mainly concerned with
strengthening the union and bettering the conditions of all
workers. They do not attack religion, they do not advocate
the abolition of marriage and community of wives, and they
never discuss armed uprisings or how to make bombs cheaply
at home. They talk labor union language, only a little more so.
A postal inspector once described confidence men, when
asked how to spot them, as "looking just like any other
respectable citizen or businessman only more so." If they
looked or acted like confidence men they obviously would
not last long. Communists are the con men of the labor
movement. Confidence men in order to win their victim's
"con" always "slip him the oonvincer" by first letting him
make some easy money. This firmly hooks the sucker so
that even his lawyer, priest, best friend, or brother cannot
convince him that the proposed deal is really a swindle-he
knows he is going to pick up a lot of easy money for nothing.
That is, until he .is deftly and handsomely flim-flammed.
To Communists the labor unions are not an end, the
improvement of the economic conditions of the workers but
a means to their own end-power. It must be plain to the
simplest worker that if the Marxian theory that only the
maximum concentration of wealth in the hands of a few capitalists and the mass pauperization of the proletariat can
create a revolutionary situation where the workers under
Communist leadership in sheer desperation seize power and
destroy the bourgeois-capitalist state, then anything which
tends to improve the economic conditions of the workers,
which enables them to buy houses and become "bourgeoisminded" is directly anti-Marxian and tends to delay the
revolution. Workers satisfied with our present economic
system and confident of their future are not going to become
converts to Communism and strive to overthrow that system. All Communist pretense, therefore, that they are deeply
and sincerly interested in the welfare of the workers is a lie
on the face of it, and the sheerest sort of hypocrisy: .
7

"Force and Violence"
These two words, constantly harped upon by well-meaning
but not well informed anti-Communists, have more than anything else given the Communists a powerful propaganda weapon of injured innocence. Why use "force and violence" when
fraud, subversion, guile, and other non-violent means may be
more effective? The average armed stick-up and burglary
today nets the "force and violence" crook about $140. Suave
and slick confidence men and other swindlers who never saw
a gun in their lives clean up easy millions. Contrary to
popular misconception the Bolshevik seizure of power in Petrograd on November 7, 1917, when they overthrew the only
democratic government Russia had had in a thousand years
of tyranny, was comparatively bloodless and over in a matter
of hours. Only a few hundred .lives were lost. Lenin and
Trotzky promised peace to the war-weary, demoralized soldiers on the German front, bread and freedom to the hungry
workers, and land to the landless serfs. The poor Russians,
about 75% illiterate and having no experience with confidence
men and political swindlers, swallowed the bait, hook, line,
~nd sinker.
The sad facts of history, of course, are that
instead of peace, bread, freedom, and land they got five
years of cruel civil war, mass famjnes, wage slavery more
bitter than under the Czar, and forced collectivization as
agrarian serfs, right back where they were before. And
between 25,000,000 and 30,000,000 human beings lost their
lives in the greatest mass misery, famines, massacres, and
civil wars ever to curse that unhappy land.
Then the horrors of Bolshevism were used by a second
set of swindlers, the Fascists and Nazis, to frighten their own
people into another form of totalitarian slavery. The moralof history being: "Why be a sucker?"
There are three primary reasons why Communists are so
interested in infiltrating and capturing unions. Labor unions
are legal and respected in most countries; Communists even
where they are legal are naturally under suspicion. A union
card and union activity therefore gives them a clean bill
of health as it were as well as a safe base from which to
operate. Any and all charge~ of Communist activity can
then be indignantly denied and the counter charge made
that they are being persecuted as "labor unionists." Serondly,
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workers representing the least educated and least favored
portion of our population they are inclined to be more trusting
and gullible. Union treasuries, jobs, editorial berths, etc., are
much easier to capture than they would be in more sophisticated and mature organizations. Third and most important
reason has already been set forth on the inside front coverultimate seizure 0/ ~ower.
As the Socialist CALL recently pointed out, Commies love
to struggle for power, it becoming second nature to them and
more important than food and drink. Quoting the CALL:
"The itch for power, while it is by no means confined to Stalinists, is nevertheless one of the stigmata by which they can be
recognized whether they operate in a tiny tenants' committee,
a large union, the Government of Poland, or the whole continent of Europe."
Secretary of Labor Schwellenbach, certainly no "reaction• ary red-baiter" recently stated quite correctly, "One of the
first things a Communist learns is always to deny that he is
one." In some unions where they had achieved absolute and
unbreakable control, Communists in the past openly admitted,
"Sure, I'm a Communist and proud of it!" This phase of
"showing the face of the party to workers" is now definitely
out of style for a while. Few unidentified Communists will
in the future make such admissions. How then to identify
these artful dodgers? The following list of common Communist tricks and techniques is not necessarily fool-proof or
complete. While pretty much the slaves of hackneyed old
routines even the Commies come up with some new ones
occasionally. However, the consistent and undeviating use of
most of the following tactics may be deemed strong presumptive evidence of C. P. activity or sympathy. Most of
these tricks if exposed on the meeting floor have their own
obvious antidotes or counter-measures.
Defense of the Soviet Union
Defense of the Soviet Union in season and out is an almost
infallible test of true Bolshevik faith. Even the most ardent
Russophile or muddled Russia Firster will sometimes have to
gag at some particplarly raw "turn in the line" as for example
the unprovoked war against Finland in 1939; the execution on
the flimsiest of excuses of two harmless Polish-Jewish Socialist labor leaders, Alter and Ehrlich; the mass bloody purges
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of 1936-38 in which thousands of innocent people perished
and now known to have been the clever handiwork of the
Gestapo planting framed "evidence" on the OGPU; and finally
t he world-shaking Stalin-Hitler pact which gave the Nazi
dictator the green light to start World War II. Even Communists dropped out of the Party over Molotov's classical
remark, "Fascism is merely a matter of taste." Real, dyedin-the-wool Stalinists not only never have the slightest trouble
swallowing such bitter and stultifying doses but they even
manage ~ fervent "Hallelujah-'-:'Glory Be!"
The tell-tale par.ty line always hangs like a dead albatross
from the necks of even unsuspected Communists. The primary
duty of all Communists, open and secret, is to push the
party line. If you keep informed on the current C. P. line
you will not only have no trouble in spotting its peddlers but
a great deal of fun exposing the real source of their "liberal"
and "progressive" ideas-the DAILY WORKER, PEOPLES ,
WORLD, or NEW MASSES.

"I Am Not A Communist But ..."
"\Vhenever anyone pulls that old gag on you stop him right
at the word "but" and tell him you are a mind-reader and
will finish the sentence for him. Which goes, . . . "but I am
sympathetic towards some of the things they advocate. As
a free American believing in the Constitutional right of
every American to hold whatever political opinion his conscience dictates, I am against red-baiting." This will really
shock the comrade. Real liberals and non-Communist radicals
are only too familiar with this shop-worn old commy gag
and they never use it in reply to the honest question, "Are
you a Communist?"
The Amalgam
The Communist amalgam is really a bastard syllogism with
reverse English and therefore has no connection whatever
with logic ot reason. It works something like this. Joe
Doakes, simple, honest union member gets the floor to
denounce some particularly crude Communist swindling or
lying. His straightforward and honest charges are never
refuted or even denied. Instead by sly innuendo and specious
sophistry it is intimated that Joe's real purpose is to break
up the union by sowing dissension and suspicion against some
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of the most loyal and hard-working members. As the only
people interested in splitting and wrecking unions are company spies and "fascists"-Ergo, Joe Doakes must be one
or the other, or both.
Jews, Catholics, Protestants, radicals, liberals, and labor
leaders on the Communist blackbook are always amalgamated
with the Gestapo, "imperialist war-mongers", Hitler, Goebbels, Fascism, the Ku Klux Klan, "union busters", the Na.tional Association of Manufacturers, the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce, etc., etc., ad nauseam.
Conversely, note that the Communists always amalgamate
themselves with "peace", "democracy", civil liberties, defense
of the unions, higher wages, etc. Attacks on Communists
are always attacks on labor, civil liberties, or other abstract
and noble ideas. Watch for the people who always spout
amalgams, nine out of ten are commies.
Communist Ballyhoo 'and Padded Figures
The Three Little Tailors of Tooley Street always prefaced
their thunderous manifestos, "We the people of England."
No Communist has ever been known to speak for a few
hundred people but always for tens if not hundreds of thousands of the "masses." The late, unlamented AMERICAN
LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND DEMOCRACY claimed seven
and a half million members right up to the very night of February 2, 1940, when six top officials of this remarkable Communist front organization allegedly met in a small Union
Square cafeteria to chloroform and quietly dispose of their
baby whose future life had been rendered embarrassing by
the Stalin-Hitler love match. The alleged seven and a half
million members were not consulted as to what they thought
of liquidating the "great bulwark of peace and democracy."
This truly impressive figure, roughly one-eighteenth of
the total population of the United States., was the result
of simple Communist mathematics. Twenty-thousand dues
paying members were pyramided on top of 400,000 members
of all affiliated organizations and unions. Most of these were
under Communist influence and the membership never had
either heard of the League or been offered. a chance to vote
on such "affiliation." The figure of 400,000 was probably
ten times the actual membership of such unions and organi-,
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zations. A round figure of seven million was then added
as a "rough approximation" of all those believed to be sympathetic towards the League's program, that gave them
7,200,000 or rounded out to the n~rest half million, 7,500,000.
What's a few million one way or another. In dealing with
Communist figures it is usually advisable to use more than
a few grains of salt and to divide all claimed figures by ten.
Blackmail-The Communist Secret Weapon

While admittedly not the exclusive property of Stalinists,
blackmail is often a sure indication of Communists at work.
Carefully collecting incriminating files of "evidence" against
all non-Party union officers and other potential enemies for
future possible use is a charming old Bolshevik custom imported from Mother Russia. Digging up old skeletons and
convictions of years ago is a favorite and trusted Communist
device. Moral indiscretions, usually framed with some Party
.slick chick, financial irregularities such as padded expense
, a.ccounts or kickbacks for union jobs, intemperate and indiscreet personal remarks and letters which lend themselves to .
crafty Communist distortion into anti-union, pro-fascist, antiSemitic, or pro-employer statements are all carefully collected
and saved for future use. Most experienced unionists are
all too familiar with highly ingenious Communist booby traps
and deadfalls set to catch the green and unwary. Smart
anti-Communists in the labor movement learned years ago to
be as careful and circumspect in their private lives as well as
union work as any wealthy and blackmail-leery Hollywood
'figure.
"Wearing Down the Phonies"
Watch for the Chinese water torture trick in your union.
In a torture attributed to the Chinese, the victim is driven
into insanity by irregularly spaced drops of water slowly
falling on his shaven head. Highly skilled and infinitely patient Communist interrogators employ the same technique
in wearing down non-Communist union officials with an
endless barrage of prosecuting attorney type of questions.
week after week, month after month. The general line of such
questioning' is never insulting or intemperate as this would
boomerang and the membership see through the trick. The
persistent questioning is suave, adroit, and relevant. The net
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general tendency, however, is to create the impression that
the officers are not sufficiently alert and aggressive in pressing
the union's case against the employers. The interrogators
who follow each other in regular batting order, week after
week, seem to be sincere and only interested in bringing out
the facts.
Most officials finally blow up and lose their patience and
either den,ounce their tormentors for what they really are
or else decide to resign or not run for office again in such
an ungrateful and troublesome union. This, needless to add,
opens the way for secret Communist officer-seekers to step
into the vacated posts. It also naturally tends to discourage
non-Communists f rom runp.ing for office.
This trick, of course, is a two-edged sword which cuts both '
ways. It can be used in Communist-controlled unions to heckle
and worry the C. P. leadership into insanity. It requires less
than a dozen determined and intelligent men to make it
highly effective.
The Communist Financial System
Once a dollar from the outside world finds its way into
the C. P. financial system, it takes a long time before it
emerges in general circulation again. All Communist disbursements, private as well as Party, are rigidly directed
into Party channels. A Communist with a toothache, compensation case, printing job, union purchasing order, in search
of office space, or a minor union job to fill is duty bound and
will go to great pains to make sure that a comrade dentist,
lawyer, printshop, businessman, landlord, or unemployed party
member "gets the business." Recipients of such C. P. benefits
must kick back regularly established commissions to the C. P.
coffers. In all non-Communist unions, Communists direct
unwary officials and members to party printshops, lawyers,
etc.
Printers' "Bugs"
The above practice often gives away the real, secret control of otherwise innocent-appearing front organizations as
well as indicating the degree of Communist control 'of some
suspected union. Wherever possible all printing is diverted to
printshops in which the party has some interest. Watch for
the tiny printers' "bug" or union label as they show where
lSI

the printing is done. Sometimes these are deliberately
smeared or blurred If your union is a non-Communist union
and all of its printing is done in a printshop known to print
C. P. stuff, find out why.
Pushing the Party Press
All "open" Communists, that is those not engaged in secret
or illegal work such as espionage, expose themselves by their
ardent defense of the DAILY WORKER, CHICAGO STAR,
PEOPLES WORLD and other party-line periodicals. Only
these "real working class papers" tell the truth to and about
the workers. All Socialist and other radicaLpapers, including of course, the Association of Catholic Trade Unionist papers, are either denounced in the same category as the "lying
capitalist brass check press" or else quietly banned from union
halls. No real Communist will ever have a good word for
any other non-Communist radical paper. Real radicals are
more tolerant.
"Everybody Is Phony Except Us"
Another identifying characteristic of the Communists is
their psychopathic self-righteousness and intolerance, which
might be summed up: "You are either with us or against us."
Communist gospel according to Lenin admits of only the saved
f or eternal glory and the utterly damned. Everything is in
purest Communist white or blackest of reaction. There are
no shades or nuances of opinion and no neutrals or suspensions of judgment. Lenin once wrote, "Scratch a liberal and
you will find a reactionary." I t has never been reported that
any Communist sober and in command of his faculties ever
uttered the faintest word of unqualified praise for any type of
r adical . or liberal, left, right, or center. Conversely it goes
without saying that no party member will ever attack or even
mildly criticize another Communist no matter how unsavory
or criminal his background or activities may be. All Communist dupes, camp followers, and fronters, needless to say, are
included among the elect immune to vilification. Watch for the
t heme song, "Everybody is phony except us."
At this point it may be well to mention in passing their
almost insane hatred for radicals whose positions come very
close to their own. Communists betray their essential react ionary character by the curious fact that the more revolu-
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tionary and radical one's position may be the more you will
be loathed and denounced by the Communists. They reserve
the choicest · vials of their unalloyed venom for former
Communists, Trotzkyites, and other non-C. P. revolutionaries.
Socialists and liberals are secretly despised although they
may outwardly appear friendly towards them. Out and out
conservatives are completely ignored and seldom abused. The
explanation for this apparent mystery is quite simple. I
Communists classify the whole non-Communist world into
f uture possible recruits and dupes on one hand and hopeless
irreconcilable enemies on the other. Conservatives and liberals may be duped into becoming sponsors, fronters. and
contributors to party causes. Besides they know so little
about Communism t hat they present no serious future menace.
Socialists may be split, the more radical elements drawn into
the party, the others exposed as "class enemies". Socialists
are harder to swindle. Radicals are almost impossible to
swindle and are hard to do business with, so a good smearing
and isolation from the masses is their proper dose. Maximum
and unrelenting hatred is reserved for former Communists
and anti-Communist revolutionaries. First, because they are
hopeless from a standpoint of possible future recr~itment
and secondly, knowing the Communist racket from the\ inside
they act as informers in warning workers against Communist trickery and dirty work.
Rule or Ruin
An integral part of fanatical Communist intolerance is
their well-known axiom of "Rule or ruin." The long, serpentine trail of Communism is strewn with the wreckage
of unions which were successfully infiltrated and then split
and destroyed because the workers resisted or rejected Communist attempts to seize their unions. American workers
with first hand, bitter experience with the Stalinists know
that you simply cannot play ball with the comrats despite
all their pious hypocrisy about "trade union democracy"
and "unity". Faced with expulsion or loss of a union, Communists will always wreck the organization not from sheer
malice but from dogmatic belief that non-Communist unions
are "counter-revolutionary unions" which some day may block
their way to a seizure of power.
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Divide and Conquer
An important tactic in the struggle for power in unions
which they do not control is their ability to create factions
where none previously existed. On the other hand factionalism or any form of dual organization is quickly and ruthlessly slapped down in C. P. unions. Where factions or
cliques already exist in a union, the Communists never have
t he slightest scruples about aligning themselves with the
"outs" who aspire to office. If the minority is reformist or
progressive so much the better, but Communists have been
known to ally themselves with the most reactionary and
even racketeering elements in deals calculated to advance their
interests. The end justifies the means.
More than mere numbers, which are usually insignificant,
t he Communists bring to such strange alliances all the arts
and techniques in the commy bag of tricks: clever legal advice
f rom smart Communist lawyers, an undeniable talent for
spying and ferreting out the secrets of the opposition, a
sizeable following of dupes and fellow travellers, and the
valuable assistance which other Communist unions and pressure groups can mobilize. Knowing exactly what they want
and how best to get it, they unquestionably bring marked
qualities of aggressive leadership to otherwise lazy and
inept groups. In order to avoid arousing suspicion or resentment, their demands, when the coalition achieves power
are usually quite moderate and reasonable. They leave all
t he top and often best paying jobs to their allies; they are
content to take over such relatively unimportant jobs as
the executive secretaryship, financial posts, editorships, and
delegateships to central labor bodies and conventions. These
jobs, needless to point out, give them access to finances,
membership rolls, correspondence, editorial policies, and outl~ts for party line resolutions in the name of the union.
Clearing the Field
The story is told of an ancient Greek tyrant who was
beset with troublesome opposition. He went to a brother
tyrant for advice. It was given without a word being spoken.
The other tyrant merely walked to the nearest wheatfield
where he used his cane to lop off the heads of every
wheatstalk which protruded a few inches above the rest.
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Communists employ the same principle in unions by the sys. .
tematic elimination of all leading oppositionists and future
possible enemies of dangerous calibre. This is one of their.
most interesting techniques to study in actual operation. All
outstanding anti-Communists are made the victims of a well
organized but cleverly disguised campaign of vilification and
slander.
Moderate drinkers and men who like a good time are
smeared as "irresponsible drunks" -obviously not to be
t rusted with union positions. Those of moderate wealth, cult ure, or breeding are wide open for a smear as "social snobs"
and "high hats who think they are better than the rest
of us." Those who happen to have relatives or friends on
the police force, or who are government or company officials~
are obviously stoolies for the class enemy and not to be
trusted under any condition. Radicals are smeared as
" Trotzkyites" or "dangerous disgruntled anarchists" while
conservatives are naturally the blackest of reactionaries and
pets of the bosses. Converts to another faith are reviled by
these atheists as "turncoats and apostates" while deeply
r eligious people, Protestant, Jew or Catholic are libelled
as "intolerant bigots and screwballs." In unions where
Communists have been at work any length of time no one
finally trusts. anyone else. Only the Communists are above
suspicion and worthy of trust and confidence.
The Smear
At this point the Communist tactic of the smear should
be briefly discussed. Even at this late date many otherwise
well-informed people thoroughly familiar with organized
. Communist character assassination, still do not fully understand this tactic. The smear is not as is generally supposed
merely an ill-natured and nasty form of Communist self...
defense on par with those used by skunks and cuttlefish. This
is only partly true. The real purpose of the smear is offensive and is calculated to impress on the greatest number
of people the fact that it is highly dangerous and unpleasant
t o mess around with Communists.
Once started on its way through the vast network of Communist satellite organizations and publicity outlets, the smear
.supplies its own motive power thanks to the unfortunate
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•
human penchant for gossip and rumor and the disposition
of many people to pass along unflattering tories and remarks
about strangers without first bothering to check into the
origin and purpose of such slanders. Laxity of our criminal
libel laws also contribute to the effectiveness of the smear.
The average American believing in "Live and let live" and
eager to be known as a "good fellow without an enemy in
the world" is naturally particularly vulnerable to the smear.
The list of labor and liberal figures who have been dissuaded
f rom making anti-Communist remarks or engaging in activity inimical to the C. P. by the simple threat of a good
smearing is lamentably long. The smear is comparatively
unknown in England because no British labor leader will
permit his name to be besmirched as a "fascist" or "blackleg" without promptly hailing his calumniators into court.
False Accusations
Closely related to the smear is the Communist technique
of false accusations. Even seasoned old radicals who should
know better are still suckers for this Communist left hook.
This is one of their oldest tricks, probably stolen from the
prize ring, and certainly used by every commy. Skilled
fighters always try to keep a threatening left jabbing close
t o the nose or jaw of their ring opponents. A muttered
obscene curse will often infuriate a green fighter into losing
his head and swinging blindly in wild rage. Unwary foes of
Communists are similarly tricked with all manner of outr ageously false accusations ranging from allegations of
immorality or petty thievery to whopping big Goebbels lies
that they are in league with open shoppers to destroy the
American labor movement or that they are secretly allied
with sinister fascistic or anti-Semitic hate groups . . H.onest
men, naturally concerned with their good names and reput ations, rush into angry denials and elaborate refutations
little realizing that by so doing they are falling right into
the Communist trap and putting themselves on the defensive.
Such denials in themselves tend to arouse suspicion in the
minds of the gullible and uninformed who illogically reason
that where there is so much smoke there must be some fire.
The average reader and listener has neither the time nor
the means to check such allegations. By the time that the
victim of this particular smear trick has more or less cleared
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his name and proven his innocence, the wily comrades have
cooked up another lulu under the maxim that a lie can
sprint around the world while the truth is lacing on its
boots. · Only fools believe Communists and their known fellow
travellers and auxiliaries or .:pay any serious attention to
their endless phony charges. The very words: "The Communists claim" or "the C. P. ~harges" are all that sinart
t rades unionists need to know that the accusation probably
bears as close relationship to the truth as the fantastic
" Big Lies" of Hitler and Goebbels. (And this is no amalgam !)
Half-brother of the false accusation trick is the old, old
"Stop Thief I" tactic. This ancient and overworked trick still
f ools a lot of people who should see through it. Thieves and
pickpockets learned centuries ago that loudly yelling "Stop
Thief" at some imaginary fugitive and then joining the hue
and cry effectively diverted attention away from their own
purse-snatching. Communists today still use this ancient
gag from the very top hierarchy tossing endless phony
charges against the government of "atomic diplomacy" and
" imperialist war-mongering" to the lowliest stooges in the
unions seeing "labor splitters", "company spies", and
"fascists" lurking in the shadows at every meeting.
This tactic, of course, is also quite effective in preventing
opponents from carrying out future actions which can be
distorted into illiberal or anti-labor actions. If the opposit ion later does go through, the Communists loudly yell, "We
t old you so I" If the idea is dropped, the Communists have
stopped an action which they considered inimical or offensive
t o them. This tactic is very common in non-Communist
unions where the leadership is always accused in advance ,
of calling off a strike, making a settlement, or of planning
some action which the Communist smear as a "sell-out." When
t he action is carried out, the commies have proven their case.
The .obvious antidote to this tactic is to nail and expose the
f alse accusation when it is first made demanding proofs or
r etractions.
"It Is No Accident"

Another moth-eaten gag which the commies never tire of
using is the shabby old "It is no accident" trick. Even the
DAILY WORKER had one in a few days ago. John Doe gets
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up to attack or question some slippery Communist 'm aneuver.
The union is on strike, plans to go on strike, or is negotiating a new contract. There is always a critical situation, of
course. Commy hecklers jump up and deliver themselves of
the following pearl of purest logic. "It is no accident that
Brother Doe brings up his old red-baiting charges against
some of this union's hardest working and most devoted members (or officials) just at this critical time when we are
fighting with our backs to the wall against the bosses. Such
are the methods of the labor spy and ' professional disruptor
and while I do not insinuate that Brother Doe is a labor
spy or company stool pigeon, his utterly wild and irresponsible charges right at this particular time can only divide
and split this union, etc., etc., ad nauseam.
Most Brother Does after one such experience lapse into
silence not quite prepared to handle such consummate chicanery. The obvious answer, of course, is: "It is no accident
that you use this moth-eaten and well-known old Communist
gag instead . of open and honest refutation of my charges.
Your very use of this typical commy tactic puts you down
'before the whole membership as an obvious commy or C. P .
stooge. Now an-swer my charges and forget the shabby 'It
is no accident' gag."
Doubling In Brass
Old time circus roustabouts or canvas hogs usually were
required to don a red jacket and blow a horn or bang a
drum in the morning parade after they had set up the
tents. Afternoons usually found them snoozing in some quiet
COrner of the circus lot far from . the blare and noise of the
big show as they rested for the back-breaking work of
knocking everything down again in the evening and loading it on the trains. Communists are seldom found snoozing
between jobs, they are constantly doubling or perhaps more
correctly quintupling ·in brass in a half dozen different circuses and side shows. Packing union meetings, demonstrating, picketing, rioting, meetings, rallies, and other C. P.
hootenanies keep them on a busy weekly schedule.
Those who have watched the commies for years can cite
numerous, hilarious incidents where these tireless zealots
sometimes lost track themselves who they were supposed
to be or what they were supposed to be angrily demonstrat-
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ing against on a certain night. The same unemployed
dish-washer or pants-presser who on Monday night helped
pack a "seaman's strike" meeting would turn up Tuesday
at a "Citizens Protest Mass Meeting" loudly protesting the
ousting of some commy teacher from the school system. Wed;.
nesday would find him noisily picketing the Chinese, Cuban.
Iranian, or Ethiopian consulates demanding the instant
release of some commy in the hoosegow ten thousand miles
away whom he never heard of before until the Daily Worker
gave him this ,particular mission to fill. Thursday might
mean picketing a movie where some picture distasteful to
the C. P. was being shown or blocking the entrances to a
hall where some speaker obnoxious to the Communists was
to talk. Friday night he might be a "waiter" or a "salesman" picketing some hotel or restaurant already organized
but not under the right commy union. Or having some good
clean fun by sneaking into a Socialist or Socialist-Labor rally
and breaking it up in the holy name of Unity, with a capital
U. Saturdays are usually reserved for Communist social
. affairs as even a commy has to have some social life after
such a busy week and these party shindigs give the C. P. a
chance to rattle the can and shake down their own members
wh~m they can't catch on the fly during the week.
This quintupling in brass tactic gives the commies and
their camp followers a show of strength and activity deceptively out of proportion to their actual numbers. It is also
h~ghly effective in capturing broad but green mass movements such as youth conferences, labor rallies, budding political groups, etc. Uninvited representatives will appear out
of nawhere from the "Lithuanian Literary Workers Guild,"
the "United Housewives and Shoppers Federation of America", "Friends of Catholic Baluchistan", the" American League
for Peace, Democracy, Freedom and Glory Everlasting," the
"National Federation for the Protection of Persecuted Patagonians," or even the "Carpet Workers Club of Yonkers." ,
The latter mass organization once solemnly sent a delegate without batting an eyelash to a phony Joint Unity Con-ference of the Independent Trade Unions of Greater New
York and Vicinity (J.U.C.I.T.U.G.N.Y.V.) merrily resolving.,
voting" and moving with the ' rest. Thunderous telegrams
of denunciation were sent to the State Department, Cuba', the
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Governor of California and all over the country on a flock of
typical commy bum beefs. It was later learned that the Carpet Workers Club consisted of exactly six commy rug cleaners up in Browder's home town. The "Clinical Thermometer
Workers" and the "Soft and Bristle Hair Brush Makers
Union" also were on hand. Everybody had a good time and
the C. P. succeeded in capturing itself as 85 of the 105
unions allegedly represented were strictly C. P. paper outfits carried around in some commy's hat. The other twenty
were nea ly all poor, struggling commy unions of no importance.
However, this scheme is also used to pack meetings of
legitimate unions where the C. P. has some important program or issue to put it over. An "emergency" or "extraordinary" open meeting is called on some broad general issue
such as "Win the Peace", "Labor Unity", or "police brutality." Fraternal delegates from allegedly allied and bona
fide unions are seated under the specious plea that the broad
issues at stake are so important that their presence is
required. Communists from non-Communist unions will
appear as regularly appointed delegates when their unions
know nothing about it and definitely did not send them. Customary checking of cards at the door is dispensed with and
green union members who do not attend too many meetings
themselves are not going to stick their necks out by challenging every stranger present. Sometimes doormen or sergeants
at arms are bribed to pass cardless "friends" of members or
commies borrow membership cards from members who never
attend meetings anyway.
The Communist leaders or spokesmen then neatly wrap
themselves up in the American flag like all ham actors by
identifying themselves with a thumping good "labor unity"
resolution or a stirring denunciation of alleged police brutality
or serious infringement of civil liberties. The anti-Communists in attacking or trying to expose the comrats are naturally put in the awkward spot of apparently attacking civil
liberties, labor unity, or defending the "Cossacks." Several
perfectly good labor resolutions are then craftily amalgamated with some poisonous attack on the government and a
couple of endorsements of some phony C. P. front organizations which most of those present, except the commies, have
never heard of. Before the membership realizes what is being
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put over, some sharper has moved a vote and the whole
omnibus resolution is adopted by a show of hands. All the
concentrators, "fraternal delegates", and other honored guests
technically without votes, merrily vote with the rest. Most
A. F. of L. unions are wise to this racket and seldom fall
for it. Newer and greener C.I.O. unions, particularly those
under Communist control or influence are naturally wide
open for this tactic.
Tell-Tale Terminology
As Communists attend the same Marxist study groups or
party schools, read the same commy literature, and usually
move in restricted party circles they naturally tend to pick
up the same characteristic commy lingo or argot. Space
limits prohibit appending a Glossary of typical Communist
lingo but most experienced anti-Communists can easily compile such a list themselves. It is interesting to note that
certain pet words of Lenin and Stalin in their own Russian
have been transliterated into English and dutifully adopted
by their American followers. "Concrete" used as an adjective, "correct tactics", "correctness", "sharpening the
struggle", "broadening the base", "crystallization", "monop.oly capital", "lifting to a higher plane", "splitting the workers", and a long list of similar cliches come to mind.
Communist Scabbery
Communists devote much of their propaganda and reserve
their choicest bits of abuse for scabs and unorganized workers.
A worker who takes a job for a few dollars less than the
going wage, regardless of excuse or extenuation, is the lowest of the low, a veritable pariah or untouchable of the
labor world. The sheer cynical hypocrisy of the Stalinists
is exposed by the well-known fact that they themselves will
always grab any union job for wages that no self-respecting
member can afford to work for. Communists invariably insist
on low wages in all new unions or where they are infiltrating
and slyly maneuvering for office. Any officer drawing a few
hundred dollars a year more than the lowest' wage paid in the
industry is ;;landered as a "plutocrat" and obvious "sell-out
artist to the boss class." Heavy propaganda attacks are
made against conservative labor leaders with high salaries
as "enemies of the working class."
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It is notorious that Communists will offer to work for neW'
and poor unions for nothing as proof of their "devotion to
the cause". What they do not tell the workers is that they
have to eat and pay their bills the same as anyone else and
that 't hey must have some income from somewhere. The C. P.
according to former Communists, makes this up in a subsidy
paid for writing, lecturing, fronting in other organizations,
or by other indirect means. Then when the union is able to
pay a regular salary, your "hard-working and loyal" commy
has the job safely sewed up and in the bag, even if an election is held. Once they are safely ensconced in office it usually is not long before their dire economic situation is delicately broached and their salaries upped every few months
to a satisfactory figure. Non-Communists of obvious leadership material with family responsibilities and no secret
subsidies they can tap, are naturally frozen out and discouraged from running for office. Then when they later discover that many of the union's most important jobs are in
the hands of Party members and they gripe about the fact,
the commies simply laugh and tell them, "Well, you had
a chance to run for office but you said you could not afford
to work for such low wages so don't gripe and red-bait about
poor Joe Commy taking the job and making sacrifices to do so."
Faked Poverty
No trick of barefaced fraud or sly dupljcity is overlooked
by the Communists seeking to win the confidence of the workers and to worm themselves into their good graces. Where
the bulk of the union is poor you may be sure that the commies all wear shabby clothing and ' have holes in the soles
of their shoes. As consummate actors they always dress and
act their parts flawlessly. Well fed, middle class Communists
have been known to leave their comfortable homes on a winter's night in hand-me-down clothes to take coffee and sandwiches to half-frozen pickets on some picket line, passing
out the Daily Worker and the party line with every handout. They leave their ears around the comer, of course,
and don't stay too long as awkward questions might soon
trap 'tpem. Such visible and irrefutable proof of Communist
devotion anci sympathetic interest naturally makes a deep
impression on non-Communist, stri~ers and dO,~s"'mtich to dispel normal suspicion and disliIte. 'Commurtists boast privately

.
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that this is one of their most effective recruiting techniques.
Listening to well-heeled, well fed Communists putting on their
act of direst poverty can be highly diverting.
They sometimes inadvertently step out of character as it
were. A classic case occurred some years ago when a wellpaid group of C. P. functionaries flew to W ashingto~ when
plane rates were still very high in order to join a "Hunger
March" in the capital. No proletarian daycoaches for them!
Build-Ups ' Hollyw~d Style
The obverse side of the Communist smear tactic in tearing down and befouling the reputations of good men, is the
smooth-working and highly efficient publicity machine of the
C. P. in creating overnight synthetic reputations for absolute
non-entities and puffing them up into "nationally known
labor leaders" or "great, outstanding progressives." This
technique, a combination of the swindlers' art known as
"puffing" and clever Hollywood publicity methods, is about
fifteen years old. During their first ten or twelve years of
existence in this country, Communists found it almost impossible to find a favorable or even neutral press. Party figures
and sympathizers were usually correctly identified and their
national importance fairly evaluated by the papers themselves
-not by C. P. publicity agents.
Today Stalinists enjoy a wide choice of important publicity outlets, not as Communists, of course, but as "leading
labor leaders" and "nationally known progressives."
Elaborately advertised and skillfully arranged "testimonial
dinners", birthday parties, and other pseudo-social functions
on a grand scale, serve the double purpose of puffing some
obscure mediocrity into ~ nationally known figure as well
as bringing together at the s,a me time under a pleasant and
disarming social atmosphere, non-Communist political figures and celebrities and Communists gunning for funds, sponsors, fronters, and suckers. Smart party spies also sound
out the ideological orientations of those present in order to
determine their gullibility and future potential value to
the C. P.
Raising The Issue
"Our task is to utilize every manifestation of discontent and to collect and utilize every grain of even rudimentary protest."-V. I. Lenin.
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Stirring up, Hactivating," or otherwise setting lethargic
masses of workers into action by keeping the pot of discontent merrily bubbling is another common Communist tactic
known as "raising the issue." It goes without saying that
few of us are ever satisfied with wages, hours, or other
working conditions. Everybody wants just a ' little bit more.
He or she would not be human or normal if they did not.
However, as soon as wages, working hours, and other import ant matters are settled and agreed upon, the commies have 0
scurry around to dig up or manufacture new "issues" to
expose the perfidy of the bosses and the "sell out" apathy of
the conservative leaders. Such bum beefs are as infinite in
variety as human ingenuity in contriving them and human
gullibility in falling for them. Seamen commies on a ship
in Baltimore once beefed blue murder because the cook
served the same flavor ice cream with their chicken every
Sunday! They demanded variety. The most insignificant
grievance that would not interest the most finicky worker
is magnified and distorted by Communist alchemy into veritable Himalayas of monumental class injustice. As leaders
in promoting such phony beefs, the commies naturally tend
to fix themselves in the minds of the more unsuspecting and
uncritical union members as real "militants tirelessly devoted
t o the interests of the workers."
"Is there anyone here today who is satisfied?" This quest ion on par with the classic one, "Have you stopped beating
your wife?" is another old commy gag used as a mined r oadblock to slow down and embarrass the opposition. Some official of the union craftily asks this trick question and then
asks for a show of hands or a rising vote of those who admi
they are 100% satisfied with working conditions, whenever
it becomes plain that the membership is becoming stabilized
and satisfied with adequate wages, decent hours, and good
working conditions. Obviously, no one, not even the most
backward scissorbill is going to . stand up or raise his hand
and expose himself to ridicule as a "bosses' stoolpigeon or
pet." The most pronounced anti-Communists as well a
all other reasonable and conservative elements are thus forced
by this simple tactic to align themselves on the side of the
Communists, who now have a new mandate to press for
" more."
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The Lever, or Improving on Archimedes
The Communist use of the lever is another characteristic
but little known Communist tactic. All Communist controlled
unions are used as levers to bring pressure on some closely
associated non-Communist union in 'order to weaken and
"expose" the non-Communist leadership and to help the minority Communists to power. It has been an unwritten law
in this country to mind one's own business and to refrain
f rom meddling or interfering in the internal affairs of other
unions. Cynical Communist hypocrisy is exposed by the fact
that while they openly instigate, coach, and assist so-called
"rank and file" revolts in non-Communist unions, they will
scream to high heaven if Catholic trades' unionists, Socialists,
or other outsiders render the slightest help to embattled antiCommunists in some commy-cursed union.
The principle of the lever is also far-reaching and potent
in promoting or spreading a general strike. In the San Francisco general strike of 1934, the unfortunate deaths of two
strikers, was instantly seized upon and exploited to knock
over like ten pins all the other unions which had not yet
walked out. A general strike in the hands of Communists
is a training maneuver for revolution as every smart radical
knows. It has not been lost upon workers that where a
union member dies a natural death or is killed in an accident, the commies seldom bother to attend the fun~ral or
even send $2 worth of flowers. But let a worker be accidently killed in a strike or labor scuffle and the comrades will
seize upon the remains like so. many buzzards. A great mass
f uneral is organized, all unions are forced to participate,
t hunderous manifestos and denunciatory telegrams by the
bushel are sent off, and the whole macabre affair is turned
into a gigantic Roman holiday. This tactic appears to be
an importation from Russia where funeral demonstrations
of Class warfare victims were one of the few propaganda
weapons left to the revolutionaries in the days of Czarist
t errorism.
'

"No STRIKE IS EVER LOST."-V. I. Lenin.
Despite the present controversy about strikes, the basic
fact remains that collectively withholding their services by
workers with no other economic weapon has been recognized
by law and upheld by public opinion for over a hundred years
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in this country. On the other hand it is well known tha
the Communists' interest in strikes is not economic but political. They see in every strike a means of embittering and
radicalizing the workers not improving or bettering his lot
because satisfied workers cannot be revolutionized or disciplined blindly to march out on strike like automatons.
This well-known Communist penchant for instigating
strikes in season and out is often attributed by the ill-informed
to mere malicious desire to stir up strife and "make trouble."
Nothing could be further from the truth. Communistinspired strikes are not ends or goals in- themselves but
merely means to a far more important end, the revolutionary
seizure of power and the overthrow of the bourgeois-capitalist
state, so-called. Strikes and militant demonstrations are to
Communists what sham training battles with live ammunition are to soldiers-preliminary training under battle-simulated conditions for the real thing to come. Ordinary strikes
are called by ordinary labor leaders to maintain or improve
working conditions. To Communists they are testing grounds
for new techniques, feeling out the enemy weak points and
soft spots, and bringing out new potential militant leadership for future battles. Note that Communists invariably
try to prolong strikes so that even where considerable financial gains are made the total lost time will leave the strikers
poorer, and the Communists hope, more embittered and
ready to walk out again.
If the strike is successful the Communists make much
of having forced the "reactionary and cowardly" leadership
into action. They claim that it was only their "correct tactics" and "militancy" which saved the day and which really
won the struggle against overwhelming odds and a "treacherous, sell-out" leadership. In. unions under their control
minor and unimportant gains are blown up into stupendous
victories-all due to Communist militancy and the brilliancy
of their strategy. Serious setbacks and losses are naturally
blamed on the "phonies and reactionaries."
ff the strike is a complete failure the commies can hardly
hide their elation. The hard-hearted, dirty so-and-so bosses,
the "sell-out leadership," the "crooked city officials and police"
are made scape-goats and targets for concentrated hate and
fury. The "whole rotten capitalist class ganged up on you to
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r ob you of your just demands" sounds quite plausible to weary,
discouraged, and impoverished strikers. Even non-Communist radicals, no matter how helpful and devoted they may
have been, come in for all manner of vilification and abuse.
Only the Communists and their publications stood by the
workers in their darkest hour of need. This theme song is
dinned into the defeated strikers day and night by every powerful propaganda means at the disposal of the C.P. and it is
undeniably effective and accounts every year for a considerable number of new recruits to the Communist party.
In unions whick they do not control it should always be
r emembered that the Communists set their demands just a
t rifle above that of the regular leadership whether it be conservative, radical, or center. This is the well-known tactic
called uExposing the Phonies." Bona fide, honest labor leaders bargain and fight for what they or the membership considers maximum possible gains. Communists, having no real
interest whatever in the economic improvement or protection
of the workers because that would "bourgeoisify" them and
make th~m more difficult to radicalize, use all wage increase
and other demands as a tactic for "exposing" and undermining all other types of non-Communist leadership.
The fact that these non-Communist leaders and negotiators
f rom rank and file committees will finally accept and settle
f or less than the Communists advocated is then cunningly
offered as "proof of the sell-out perfidy" of such non-Communists. Incredible as it may seem, many veteran labor
unionists including leaders still do not properly understand or
see through this trick. They regard such Communist unreasonable demands as mere indication that they are impractical
extremists who are never satisfied. However, an increasing
number of younger and smarter labor unionists are beginning
to realize that ,these will-o'-the-wisp, pot of gold at the e~d of
the rainbow demands of the commies, are the same as a fat
sausag-e f uspendpd at the end of a stick in front of a dog's nose
pullinp, a cart. No matter how hard he pulls or fast he runs
.the sausage still remains exactly so many inches from his
moutb.
The hypocrisy of this Stalinist trick is naturally exposed
in unions which they control. Here their demands are always
cagily set at a conservative, safe level which they feel sure
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they can get. Having obtained ' these reasonable demands
either through negotiation or by strike they then can demonstrate that it was their peerless and Illilitant leader~hip thai:
brought home the bacon. Minor and trifling gains are blown
up into smashing victories.
Parliamentary Trickery
A thorough command of Roberts Rules of Order and parliamentary procedure is an absolute basic requirement for ail
Communists engaged in infiltrating the labor movement. Endless points of order, points of personal privilege, challenges
to the chair's rulings, maddening and confusing amendments
to amendments already amended, and similar sly tricks are
the common stock in trade and identifying characteristics of
Communists in action. However, even the slickest parliamentary sleight of hand tricks cannot convert a small minority group into a major influence in any organization, without
the use of "other means." The mystery of how admittedly
small Communist minorities succeed in wielding extraordinary
influence over non-Communist majorities, in some cases
amounting to effective control is answered by the "other
means," not so generally well known which we shall now
briefly discuss.
Although the Commies claim to have abandoned "Fraction"
work and methods about ten years ago, all unionists familiar
with the problem agree that the present day substitute is just
as effective and harder to detect in operation. The Communist
"Fraction" is the closely knit, well-disciplined caucus of all
party members in a union or other organization. In the socalled "Third Period" of the C.P.'s development in this country the entire Fraction met before each union meeting to plan
all strategy and to rehearse the important parts that each
Fraction member was to play at the meeting.
In recent years with a more stabilized and trained membership, meetings of the entire Fraction are seldom necessary. Two or three fraction leaders, lmown as the "Top
Fraction," confer with a C.P. labor union specialist to plan
the line of action to be followed at the union meeting that
night or the next day. At the meeting all Communists and
their loyal camp followers take their cues from the "Top
Fraction" thus working as a singly directed, smoothly functioning parliamentary machine. The success of Fraction
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work, all out of proportion to the actual strength of the Communists composing it, is not due to any Communist black
magic but to the simple fact that a rigidly organized, disciplined, and well-led minority can always out maneuver and
outwit unorganized, backward, and divided majorities. The
obvious answer to C.P. Fraction tactics is an equally well
organized, unified, and resolute opposition which knows precisely how Communists work and how to best them at their
own game.
As all strategical and political directives are handed down
to the Top Fraction before union meetings by outside Communist advisors, Communists on the floor of meetings are
highly vulnerable to tactical traps and surprises on which they
have not been briefed as they dare not depart an inch from
the official line of the party. Anti-Communists will discover
that it is easy to smoke out and expose secret Communists by
advocating sound trade union activities and endorsing outside
personalities or organizations about which the Communists
are not well informed. They will literally be caught between
bases and will invariably betray their Stalinist slavery to the
Party line by desperately hedging and straddling that while
the proposal appears to have some merit it might be better
to lay the matter over until the next meeting to give more
members a chance to vote on it. This gives the Top Fraction time to check back with headquarters and to get the
Party's line on this particular question. At the next meeting,
needless to say, all indecision and straddling is gone. They
are now either violently ' against or enthusiastically for a
proposition on which only a few days before they were
totally unable to make an honest decision. ,
In this respect Communists might be likened to Japanese
foot soldiers, tough, blindly obedient, resolute, and well disciplined. Like the J aps, however, they can be completely
unhinged and thrown into utter confusion by a psychologic
change of pace or suddenly presented conditions for which
they are unprepared.
Identify and catalog the Fraction. Every union member
should keep a check list of all suspected Communists including their consistent camp followers and dupes. Note their
abilities and weak points. Remember that it is the non-Party
dupes and opportunists who usually introduce the Party line
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motions and resolutions so that it is difficult to trap the rea'
Fraction by watching for C.P. motions and resolutions. Dupes
can be exposed by questioning them at length on their reso.lutions; any ,.pr olonged questioning soon disclosing that t hey
are not too familiar with the organization or cause espoused by
their own resolutions. Stalhtists can be trapped and exposed
by liberal and pro-labor resolutions, for example .endorsing
some action or speech of known anti-Communist C.I.a. leaders such as Reuther, Dubinsky, Emil Rieve, Milton Murray,
or James B. Carey. A Communist resolution denouncing
. British "imperialism" should be promptly amended to include
Soviet imperialism. Any. resolution attacking the use of mil- \
lions of slaves in forced labor camps in Russia will bring most
of the Fraction out in the open, frothing at the mouth with
rage.
Communists are very much like practical jokers in that
they simply cannot take it themselves. Study their tricks and
give them continuous liberal doses of their own medicine.
They love to dish it out but being deadly serious and suffering
from colossal Communist ~onceit and delusions of superiority,
they cannot stand kidding, mockery, ridicule, and good-natured bantering. The following tactics have proven highly
effective in various unions. Quacking like ducks in unison
whenever a known Communist gets the floor. Humming,
chanting, singing, or whistling the INTERNATIONALE or
Volga Boat Song. Coughing and sneezing spells by use of
snuff just as some leading Commy reaches the high point of
his oratory. Maddening and endless points of order and
points of personal privilege asking the Commy speaker to
clarify or elaborate on his theme song. Shouts of "On to
Moscow" or "Uncle Joe is always right" at the right psychological point can prove extremely disconcerting to smug, selfassured Communists.
Expose sources. Communists will frequently get up to read
excerpts from "labor papers" or other unidentified sources.
Make them disclose the name of the paper or who really
wrote the article. Accept and believe nothing from suspected
Communist sources; make them prove everything. "How do
you know?" "Who told you all this?" And similar questions
will both expose and infuriate them. All letters and communications from outside organizations should be fully iden32'
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tified. Check all organizations, publications, and persons
against indexes of known C.P. fronts. Take nothing for
granted if it comes from Communist sources.
Simulated Rage-Faked Anger
Don't be taken in or intimidated by Communist histrionics.
All Stalinists are consummate actors. They can turn on towering rages, humble pleading, tears, "sincerity," "let's be
regular guys and let bygones be bygones," resignation, and
contrite reformation with the ready facility of a water tap.
Many otherwise smart people and even hard-boiled union
members have been completely bamboozled and diverted from
some anti-Communist action by well faked Communist rage
and anger. Rather than stir up such virulence and "needless controversy," the average reasonable union member will
refnain from some action which the Communists in the past
have violently opposed.
All such displays of great anger and excitement are nothing but modern day Marxian derivatives of one of the human
race's oldest psychological tricks-that of frightening off
potential enemies by fierce war whoops, terrifying facial grimaces, blood-chilling gestures and spear-shaking, and other
frightening manifestations. Communists have been known
to express amazement themselves at how easily a bit of their
play-acting scared and stopped a formidable anti-Communist
move or action.
The Diamond
As Qommunists in most union and other meetings seldom
exceed five or six percent of those present, the problem of
exerting maximum parliamentary pressure with such slim ·
forces is solved through the use of the little known "Diamond"
seating plan. In the early days in Europe, .Communists
usually sat in a solid bloc near the rear doors for the double
purpose of protection and getting out quickly if the meeting
was raided by police or they were chased out by the membership. In this country they tried a new tactic of sitting
up in front as a bloc in order to divide the leadership on the
platform from the bulk of the membership and also to be
able to heckle and confuse the speakers. Both these seating
plans had the weakness of exposing the exact numbers and
identities of the Fraction. A better plan was devised.
The "Diamond" scatters the Fraction loosely throughout the
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floor of the meeting roughly in the shape of a diamond. The
point of the diamond, is right under the speakers' platform and
most of the Fractions leading speakers and wranglers will sit
up here. The balance of the Diamond means a few trusted
party members in nearly every row so that wherever an antiCommunist gets up to speak at least three or more Communists have him fairly well surrounded. If the chairman is
under Communist-domination or a weak sister, the Moscow
wolf-pack will collectively torpedo him without further ado
with all manner of scurrilous vituperation. However, if the
chairman is an able non-Communist who insists on order ~
those .Communists surrounding the "red-baiter" will attack
him in relays as they get the floor until this particular individual is effectively silenced.
Most union members unfamiliar with this tactic make the
natural but entirely erroneous assumption that because four
or five vehement and angry Communists have arisen right
around them that the same proportion carried out for the rest
of the meeting means that at least thirty to forty percent of
those present are C.P. supporters. Other anti-Communists
who arise in the rear of the hall are similarly "sealed off" by
different circles of noisy Communist goons and they naturally
make the same mistake in calculating the total number of
Communists present. Thirty or thirty-five well-placed vociferous Commies can effectively create the false impression of
being· five or ten times that number, and contr ol meetings of
400 or 500.
The Diamond is equally effective in breaking up and disrupting meetings which the Stalinists consider damaging or
offensive to them or to the Soviet Union. It has rec enth~
been seen in action at political rallies in New York. Watch
for the Diamond in your union and other meetings. Jot down
the names of all speakers who week after week support each
other on strictly C.P. issues. You will soon have a list of
most of the important C.P. stooges and some of the Fraction.
Do not hope, however, to trap the Top Fraction or leadin~
secret Communists, they are too valuable and too smart to
betray their identities.
. ThE; Phony Opposition

Anti-Communists are sometimes ~eartened py ~he apparent
miracle of a split in the heretofore solid 'ranks of the Stalinist s
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and their camp followers. Or labor unionists and others seeking ways and means of ridding their organization of the
Communist incubus are often badly surprised and discomfited
t o find that their most secret plans and conversations are
known to the Communists. The answer to both of these mysteries is the little known but highly effectiv~ technique of the
"Phony Opposition." This phony opposition is composed of
all undetected C.P. members and such reliable camp followers
as have not been compromised by consistent support of the
Party "line."
In Communist-dominated unions where a rising opposition
becomes threatening, outstanding leaders of the phony opposition will oppose the ' official Communist slate by running
against them ' for office, thus neatly splitting the anti-Communist vote and practically assuring th;e election or re-elect ion of the Stalinists. Sometimes where the anti-Communist
r evolt is very strong, these secret Communist stalking horSes
will be swept into the office, the deluded membership th:en
eongratulating itself on its "victory" over the Commies. In
any straight, out-and-out Communist versus anti-Communist
fight all attempts to set up a second or third set of "antiCommunists" should be vigorously opposed~
In critical situations where it appears certain that the Communists face utter defeat, the t actic of the phony opposition
always enables them to salvage something from the debacle
and even to make a few small gains. At a signal from the
F raction leader the phony opposition will come out in support of the non-Commmunist majority but its role is strictly
a Trojan Horse one of duplicity and treacherous sabotage.
Phony opposition speakers will support the majority with the
silliest, most illogical, and anti-union rambling speeches in
order to embarrass and discredit the real opposition. If necessary to allay suspicion and win confidence they will even
attack the Communists-not as ,Communists and a menace to
the union, of course, but merely on grounds that they are
sincere and correct as a rule but misguided and ill-advised on
this particular question or issue.
Green and naive anti-Communists naturally welcome such
newly found friends and allies with open arms little realizing
that they are throwing open their defenses to a Trojan Horse
full of secret Communists. Secret anti-Communists reveal
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their identities and plans and the Communist fraction has a
complete roster of all of its enemies and their future plans.
This Machiavellian tactic, so utterly foreign to American
concepts of ordinary honesty and decency, protects the wily
comrats trom ever being isolated or completely driven from
the labor movement or other organizations. A secret battalion
is always left behind right in the very heart of the enemy's
camp. The answer to this tactic is a tightly organized opposition of veteran anti-Communists all known to each other. All
newcomers and converts to be accepted only after careful investigation and a long period of probation.
The Unity Ticket Racket
Another common tactic used by Communists in unions
where it appears certain their own slate cannot possibly win
is the "Unity Slate" racket. This tactic significantly enough
has been most effectively used in Poland and other east European countries demonstrating once more the close dependence
of American Communists on the international apparatus of
world Communism. Communists will make deals with leading opposition cliques ' or groups to pool votes and put up a
coalition ticket provided they are given a minimum number
of official posts. Shrewd and skilled bargainers, they will
generally get a far greater proportion of paid jobs than their
actual membership and influence warrants. In some unions
where such offers were rejected and the opposition ran alone
without Communist support it often won, thus revealing that
deals with the Commies were entirely unnecessary and merely
giving away something for nothing.

Wear Out and Win Out
The standard Communist tactic of endlessly delaying the
adjournment of union meetings until the wee small hours of
the morning when the bulk of the membership has drifted out '
and gone home is now generally known to all labor unionists
and scarcely requires any further delineation. Long-winded
debates about the "war danger" or attacks on the gowernment's foreign policy, or "rising menace of fascism" and
similar bugaboos weary and drive out most of the members.
Every report and resolution, no matter how brief and trivial,
is picked to pieces and wrangled over by the hour. The entire
psychology is to make union m~~tings so tedious, so controver86
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sial and full of bitter debate and ill-feeling that the bulk of
the membership stays away from practically all meetings.
This obviously cuts down the anti-Communist majority to
about equal size of the. C.P. Fraction and its camp followers
and stooges. When boredom, hunger, late hour, and other
engagements have driven flway the bulk of the non-Communist
membership to a point where the fraction secretary feels he
has a safe working majority on the floor, all stalling tactics
are instantly cut short and the "hot" C.P. resolutions quickly
brought from undercover and introduced by the trained seals.
All parliamentary palaver is now dispensed with and the trick
resolutions steam-rollered through with a minimum of debate.
Non-Communist union officials and members have quite
often learned to their chagrin and sorrow that the meeting
of the night before, which they had left to a handful of bitterly
wrangling "Reds" and their opposition at a late hour, had
passed some extremely awkward or dangerous measures.
Union officials might find themselves under charges or investigation, secondary or sympathY strikes called, or other actiond
taken compromising the union's security, good name, or treasury. The obvious answer to this old trick is a motion prohibiting any member from leaving the meeting before adjournment and fixing the hour of such adjournment in advance by
majority vote.
Terror and Intimidation
Communists have a very low opinion of the courage of union
members in the mass because they know through long experience that the average American worker dislikes controversy
and "trouble" and will stay away from union meetings constantly rent by bitterest dissension. Lacking a machine, gang,
or clique to back him up and to defend him, the average peaceloving and quiet union man decides that silence and discretion are the better part of valor. That means that ninety
percent of the membership of most unions either stay away
from meetings or never take any active part in meetings. The
Communists therefore only have to worry about and make
plans for handling the troublesome 10 percent or less of the
membership which has the courage, intelligence, and resolution to spot and fight Communists, in itself a thankless and
messy job.
The type of treatment meted out to these persistent oppositionists is determjned by various factors: the degree of Com37

munist control of the union; the importance and following of
the individual, possibilities of legal action or unfavor.a ble pub·
licity, whether 'o r not a closed shop contract can be used to
deprive him of employment (impossible in civil service and
other unions), and other factors. Contrary to general belief
direct physical violence is used in this country only 'a s 8:. last
resort and then only in such cities as New York and in unions
where it is reasonably safe to do so. Threats ·of future dire
Communist vengeance, "The Party never forgets and never.
forgives" is often just as effective as a goon squad beating.
A common ~nd simple method of disposing of persistent
opponents is the union trial for "conduct prejudicial to the
.union's safety and best interests." The extreme elasticity of
such a general charge is self apparent. Communist frame-up
experts have a wide range of choice limited only by human
ingenuity in drawing up indictments and gullibility of a handpicked Kangaroo Court hearing the phony charges. Contrary
to American custom and jurisprudence the defendant's guilt
is a matter of basic assumption and the Kangaroo Court seldom has any trouble making its own false charges stick. In
fact, the victim's very attempt to defend and clear his name is
added as an additional proof of guilt. The defendant may
not bring in outside counsel, only some other union member,
which in a Communist controlled union is tantamount to suicide' and future trial on charges of "aiding and abetting an
enemy of the union."
Except for the fact that the victim's livelihood and good
name are destroyed, these Kangaroo Courts would really be
masterpieces of clowning and buffoonery. Moscow purge trial
style, everything goes and nothing is barred or denied either
by law, fair play or ordinary decency. The wildest and most
malicious charges conceivable and the foulest type of abuse
are hurled at the victim by highly skilled American Vishinskys. If the victim walks out in sheer futility 'and justifiable
indignation, he merely adds an additional charge of "contempt" to the already long list of counts in the indictment and
he is expelled in absentia. If he refuses to appear to stand
trial because he knows in advap.ce how these obscene farces
are conducted, his non-appearance is accepted ' as "proof". of
his tacit admission of guilt and he is bou~ced out of the union'
anyway.
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The real purpose of such Moscow-style "trials," of course,
are not only to punish lone individual oppositionists but to
make a horrible example of what other anti-Communists may
expect if they persist in their opposition to the Party.
ANONYMOUS AND THREATENING TELEPHONE CALLS. Another
old but rather effective technique is the anonymous phone
call made in the dead of night between two and three in
the morning. Aroused from a deep sleep, anonymous
threats at that hour naturally sound far more sinister and fearful than they would during daylight hours, plus
the irritation of broken slumber. Wives of anti-Communists
and other enemies of the party are frequently phoned during
their husband's absence and "confidentially tipped off" by a
friendly sounding female voice that their husband's supposed
union or other business trip is really a sham and that he is,
in fact, at that moment in a certain hotel in a distant city
'
engaged in amour with a young blonde.
The imminent danger of a "serious accident" happening to
their husbands unless they cease their anti-Communist activity communicated also by anonymous phone ·call is apt to be
very effective with nervous and timorous women whose husbands may have remained impervious to such cheap, Communist psychological warfare mummery.
AUDACITY, MORE AUDACITY, AND ALWAYS AUDACITY-Danton.
Anyone with even the slightest knowledge of Communists
and their ways knows that their one outstanding and universal hallmark is sheer, triple-distilled gall and crust. Nothing ever fazes a Commy. The recent Canadian atomic spy
trials afforded a typical example of Communist brass. Caught
red-handed stealing atom bomb secrets and forwarding them
to Russia, a number of leading Canadian scientists and government officials were convicted and sent to prison. Several
confessed and attempted to explain or justify their treason.
Did the Communists cover up, back water, or attempt to alibi
their way out of this tight spot by yelling "Frame-up"? Don't
be naive! They charged the Canadian government with plotting a II capitalist-imperialist war" against peace-loving Russia. Beat that for sheer, cynical, double-dyed crust, if you
can. By the same token, Commies caught red-handed in some
union dirty work will brazenly accuse their exposers of being
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"company spies and fascist rats seeking to disrupt and wreck
the union."
.Such monumental audacity is generally misunderstood by
most people, including the Communists themselves. . N onCommunists attribute such incredible gall to simple perversity or sheer Communist cussedness, while Communists in the
lower ranks regard it simply as a self-protective morale-bolstering device. One has to swallow a great deal of pride
and .self-respect in order to be a Communist to say nothing
of the public disability and general disesteem that party membership entails. To feel and believe that you belong to a select
and privileged elite, far above the ordinary, grubby masses
and the stupid, greedy, bourgeoisie is naturally a most soothing salve for an otherwise smarting and troubled conscience.
What most small fry Communists themselves do not realize
is that this extremely illiberal and narrow sectarianism and
general attitude of intractable perversity serves a second and
far more important purpose. Many years ago a young Communist friend, now a leading party functionary, indiscreetly
let the cat out of the bag in trying to explain why the party
deliberately kept the gate into the party narrower than the
eye of a needle by deliberately rejecting men of honor, character, integrity, and independence of mind who might otherwise be attracted by the basic philosophy of Communism.
His words went about like this:
"Weare building a revolutionary army and we already have
the General Staff. We do not need and do not want too many
foot soldiers, that means too many spies and too much trouble
maintaining discipline. If we admitted everyone with leadership qualities we would soon be swamped with would-be generals and would degenerate into a Mexican Army of a general
to every infantryman. I cheerfully admit that some of our
policies, activities, and methods of work may appear degrading and stu1tifying to an individualist. The world revolution
is not interested in individualists, "human dignity," and similar bourgeois drivel. We can't use people of that type. We
are recruiting only fanatical, blindly obedient foot soldiers,
who, when properly trained, will carry out any kind of orders
requIred by pre-revolutionary conditions."
A great light dawned on me, as the expression goes. Insufferable Communist arrogance and colossal audacity really
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served as a screen or filter to keep out all those with character, integrity; and independence. Later readings in Lenin and
other fountainheads of purest party dogma confirmed this
~stonishing disclosure. '
,', This, of course, explains why liberals, radicals, and : even
Anarchists and 'Industrial Workers of the World have found
it impossible to do business with ' Communists. They never
come clean, as the expression goes and will invariably welsh
on the most solemn agreements and knife their own allies.
Privately, Communists laugh at the gullibility and stupidity
of the various "bourgeois idiots" and others they have, duped
and betrayed. As their ultimate secret goal is seizure of
absolute power and the total reconstruction of society along
more "advanced soviet lines" the end naturally justifies the
means. Temporary retreats and apparently "sincere" compromises therefore sometimes have to be made with the class
enemy but like Lenin faced with the bitter pill of BrestLitovsk the Communists know it is only a temporary tactical
reverse. Anyone so naive and uninformed who believes he
can make an honest deal with Commies and come out even in
the end is simply playing the fool as the long sad history of
those who have tried it proves.
This pamphlet will naturally be met with a barrage of
t ypical Communist slander and "amalgam" type of vituperat ion and vilification. Communist smearing in lieu of refutation is so stereotyped and hackeyed that all anti-Communists
can usually write their own smears without much effort or
straining the lexicon of Communist character assassination.
What is "red-baiting?" Why is criticism and exposure of
low Communist skullduggery a degrading and horrendous
crime?-that is, if you would believe the Communists and
their camp followers-while attacking Socialists, Catholics,
Trotzkyites, Republicans, Democrats, or conservatives is not
"baiting" at all. Real liberals and sophisticated folk know
that so-called "red-baiting" is merely a Communist protective
device cleverly set up years ago to insure them against criticism and to frighten off fools and cowards. Joe Curran in a
recent issue of the N.M.V.'s Pilot summed up this typical '
Communist hypocrisy as well as anyone ever has when he
wrote: "It would seem that you can bait anyone-a Republi-
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. can, Democrat, or a Socialist, but the Reds canriot be baited."
He then went on to say "the lying and conniving tactics that
these people (the commies) use in order to force upon our
membership domination and control of the C. P. officials of
our union and the membership should show by their vote
that they won't tolerate this kind of conniving."
Conclusion

f

Communists are not invincible, omniscient, or omnipotent.
That is what they want you to believe and all their sly psychological trickery is cunningly designed to create that impres. sion. Hitler and the Nazis peddled the same snake-hypnotizing-a-bird line of propaganda for years and were quite successful with it up to a certain point. That point was when
free men began seeing through Nazi propaganda and banded
together to destroy the monster that Nazism had created.
Remember that all Communist propaganda and trickery is
based on the gigantic lie. The whole Communist position becomes untenable and collapses like a house of cards under
the strong white light of Truth. Constant exposure of every
Communist trick and false front, refusal to fall for any
Commy booby traps as outlined above in this pamphlet, and
ruthless determination to carry the war right into their camp
are first requisites. Since the original housecleaning of the
Communists in the International Ladies Garment Workers
Union twenty years ago, many other unions have similarly
saved their own lives by ridding themselves of this red pest.
The war against the commissars is being pressed today in -a
hundred C.LO. unions by men determined to save their unions.
The fight far from being hopeless or difficult is relatively easy
.for determined, intelligent, organized men. Their most powerful weapon is wide-spread public support and sympathy and
the use of the truth. Low, dirty, underhanded tricks cannot
be patented or copyrighted so that anything the Commies use
can be used against them by the majority.
Your unions belong to you. They are your only economic
protection and insurance. Let the Communists with their
endless plotting and conniving wreck them, as they have previously wrecked many a union they could not control, and where
will you stand? A union in the hands of gangsters is a racket
and a union in the hands of Communists is merely a foreign
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subsidiary of Comrade Molotov and Foreign Office of the
U.S.S.R.
You cannot fight and lick Communism simply by yelling -"Communist." Remember that Communists always identify
themselves with union security, higher wages, closed shop,
and other economic advantages in order to win the trust and
confidence of the majority of the membership. Mere namecalling and 'exposure will not dislodge them nor break their
grip on the union. Your anti-Communist group besides organization, courage, and intelligence will have to have a constructive union program as good or better than what the
Commies claim to have. During the war the Communists
exposed their slavish servitude to Russia by all manner of
anti-union activities including speed-up incentives and abso- '
lute refusal to press grievances or wage claims. The line was
then "Everything to Russia-nothing must impede or slow
down lend-lease to the Soviet Union. Wait till after the war
with your petty beefs." This more than anything else opened
the eyes of all workers as to the true role of the Commies in
our unions-uDefend the Soviet Union."

THE WORLD UNDER THE MORAL LEADERSHIP O~'
DEMOCRATIC AMERICA FACES TROUBLOUS AND UNCERTAIN DAYS AHEAD. NO ONE HAS A GREATEn
INTEREST IN MAINTAINING OUR AMERICAN WAY Ob'
LIFE AND THE STRENGTH OF A FREE LABOR MOVEMENT (AN IMPORTANT BASTION OF THAT WAY O}i'
LIFE) THAN THE AMERICAN LABOR UNIONIST. .A
FREE WORLD FACES THE RISING MENACE OF A SLAVE
WORLD. THERE ARE 'BETWEEN TEN AND FIFTEEN
MILLION SLAVES OF ALL CATEGORIES IN RUSSIA
ALONE BY CONSENSUS OF CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE.
THE OPEN AND SECRET AGENTS OF RUSSIA'S SLAVE
EMPIRE HAVE NO PLACE IN OUR FREE UNIONS.
CLEANING OUT THIS POTENTIAL FIFTH COLUMN IS
THE SOLE AND SOLEMN DUTY OF THE LABOR MOVEMENT ITSELF. GOOD HUNTING!
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